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This is part 3 of 4 of the book How to Dance with a Partner. First, read parts 1 and 2.Part C for

Connection - examines how you connect both physically and emotionally with your partner, the

music, and your community. You learn the law of connection. You learn how to use the

connection to communicate. You learn how to initiate the woman's movement. You learn the

three positions, when to connect, and when to break the connection.Part D for Direction -

covers how to communicate what the woman is to do. You learn the law of direction, the deep

revelation that allows you to communicate every step in every dance. You learn the three

direction signals. You learn where the woman is to go. You learn how the woman knows to stop.

You learn the reasons why you can communicate unambiguously.

From the Inside Flap"The photo of the little girl was grainy black and white, even a little blurred.

There was no pretty background, no fun props, and no cute outfit. Her bangs were uneven and

jaggedly cut, and she wasn't smiling. She had a vacant, distant look in her eyes. But it was

those eyes that pulled me in and grabbed my heart. I looked at my husband and said 'Bernie,

she needs us.' He answered, 'I know.'"When young Danielle was rescued from a dark room in

her mother's filthy, roach-infested home, she spoke only in grunts and yelps, walked on her

tiptoes, was not toilet-trained, and drank from a baby bottle. She was almost seven years

old.This book shares the deeply moving story of how Diane and Bernie Lierow were led to this

remarkable little girl and became determined to overcome every obstacle so that she would

become their daughter and receive the care and love that all children deserve.A special ed

classroom at Sanders Memorial Elementary School in Land O' Lakes, Florida, was where they

would first meet Danielle, the child whose photo had captivated them at an adoption event

several weeks earlier. They were filled with excitement, but also trepidation: What if they saw

her and decided that she was just too much for them to handle? What if she harmed their son

Willie, or took too much of their attention away from him? What if this young girl who drooled,

bit her own arms and hands, and did not engage with others, threw a tantrum at the sight of

them?Once the Lierows entered the classroom, their fears fell away in a moment that was as

surprising as it was simple—the moment when a little game with a Slinky toy established their

first bond with Dani and marked the beginning of their new life together as a family.Even more

remarkable is what has happened since—how the Lierows learned to satisfy their daughter's

craving for contact and stimuli, how Dani began to overcome her severe learning disabilities,

how she learned she no longer had to steal food, and how their son Willie may be the greatest

brother ever.Charting a perilous journey from hardship to hope, love, and a second chance at

life, Dani's Story is a book you cannot put down and, like the girl in the photo, you will never

forget.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back CoverThe Story

That Captivated the NationIn July 2005, six-year-old Danielle was removed from her Florida

home after authorities found her living in squalor, subjected to horrific neglect, and so

damaged by her own mother that recovery seemed impossible.But hope and help were waiting

for this little girl when Diane and Bernie Lierow, a hard-working couple with five boys of their

own, adopted Dani and utterly transformed her life. Here is her—and their—incredible story of

a journey from neglect to love.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the

AuthorDIANE and BERNIE LIEROW are parents to six children, including Dani, as well as

foster parents. Their story won a Pulitzer Prize for the St. Petersburg Times and was featured



on The Oprah Winfrey Show. They live on a farm in Tennessee with miniature horses, goats,

chickens, and Great Pyrenees dogs.KAY WEST is a veteran print media journalist who has

also written three books.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Partner* * *C for ConnectionC for ConnectionTo dance well with another person, you have to

connect emotionally with that person. ~ Teo Bartek, Argentine tango instructorIn the last part B

for Balance, you learned to communicate unambiguously, you must dance without the use of

force. In this part C for Connection, you learn how to initiate the woman's movement. In the

next part D for Direction, you learn how the woman completes her movement. First, under

connection, you examine how you connect both physically and emotionally with your partner,

the music, and your community.Connect with Your GroupWhen you go dancing, you go to

make connections. The first people you connect with are those in your local group. The people

you dance with regularly are among the people that you see most frequently in your life. Make

friends with them.Connect with Your Local CommunityThere are other groups in your town

doing different kinds of dancing. You share a kindred bond with these other groups. Get to



know these other groups in your community. Share your experiences with them. Try to do

community-wide programs together.Connect with the Dance WorldThere are other dance

groups like yours all over the world. Travel to workshops where you can meet other dancers.

Bring back these experiences to your group. Invite guest teachers to your location.Connect

with the CultureWhatever kind of dancing you do, connect to the culture that the dance comes

from. Embracing the originating culture adds depth to your dance experience.Grow Dancing in

Your CommunityOnce you are no longer a beginning dancer, take on the responsibility of

growing dancing in your community. People have gone to a lot of trouble to give you an

opportunity to dance. Give something back.Other Dance Groups Are Your FriendsOther dance

groups are your partners, not your competitors. The more people recruiting new dancers, the

better for everyone. Support every group. Promote the events of others even when they conflict

with yours. In many communities, less than one person in a thousand dances. The problem is

not that you are competing with other groups for the few people that dance. The problem is the

lack of market penetration. Everybody should be dancing. Improve your market penetration to

one in a hundred, then to one in ten, then to one in two. There are enough people to go around

for all the groups. You need all your groups to support one another, to grow your dance

community.Emotional Connection To The MusicConnecting emotionally to the music puts your

soul in your dancing. Interpreting the music together creates an engaging dance experience.

Listen to the music. Feel the rhythm. Forget about who is watching. Have fun with your partner.

Inspire one another. Express yourselves to the music.Emotional Connection to Your PartnerFor

me, dancing is all about the connection with my partner. ~ Rachil, Israeli and salsa dancerTo

dance well, you need to connect with your partner. A wonderful connection can be

transcendent. Achieving a wonderful connection can be difficult. To make a wonderful

connection with another person takes more than technique. You have to connect emotionally,

as well as physically. The good news is anyone, of any dance level, can connect emotionally.

Do not get hung up on the technical dance experience. Have empathy for your partner. See

them as someone who came out to have some fun. Have fun with them.Leave Out the

RomanceYou may be dancing with someone else's girlfriend or wife, or someone else may be

dancing with your girlfriend or wife. You may be dancing with someone who does not want the

same things you do. Most people are there just to dance. You have to connect with that person

respectfully. ~ Teo Bartek, Argentine tango instructorIf you are dancing with your spouse or a

willing partner, you have the best of all worlds. You can go right on leaving the romance in your

dancing, as long as you do not gross out the rest of the room. For everyone else, dance

respectfully by leaving out the romance. People that go dancing regularly are there to dance

socially. While some styles of dancing are decidedly romantic, the person that agreed to dance

with you, agreed to dance socially with you, not romantically with you. Social dancing is about

having fun, not romance. You should be able to have fun with everyone. You should not be

romancing anyone that has not invited you to do so. When you leave out the romance, you can

connect emotionally with anyone.Points to RememberConnect to others.Support your

community.Growing dancing in your community.Make an emotional connection with your

partner and the music.Social dancing is about having fun, not romance.Law of ConnectionDo

not let anyone tell you, you have too light a lead. You cannot have too light a lead. ~ Joel

Green, lindy hop and balboa dance champion and instructorIn the rest of this section C for

Connection, you learn how to get the woman to move. In the next section D for Direction, you

learn where the woman is to go once she starts moving.How Do You Get the Woman To MoveI

was dancing West Coast swing with a professional. When she got to the end of a move, she

pulled on my hand. Since I do not like people pulling on me, I let go. She drifted back away.



Normally when I do that followers adjust, but she scolded me, saying I had to maintain the

connection, so I accommodated her. In her set of rules, both partners maintain the connection

by hanging onto each other.If you respect the law of balance, you do not use force. If you are

not going to push and pull the woman, how do you get her to move? To get the woman to

move, you teach her the law of connection.The Law of ConnectionThe Law of Connection: the

woman maintains the connection.The rule you use for getting the woman to move is the

woman maintains the connection. To get the woman to move, the man moves the connection.

The woman must move to keep the connection with the man.Physical ConnectionDefinition of

the Physical Connection: the physical parts in contact with your partner.When you are

touching, you are physically connected. Your part of the physical connection is the points on

your body that are touching your partner.No Eyes When Physically ConnectedWhen physically

connected, the woman only follows the physical connection. The woman does not use her eyes

to figure out what to do. The woman should be able to follow the connection as well with her

eyes open as with her eyes closed. The movement of the man is irrelevant to the movement of

the woman. If she needed to respond to what she sees the man doing, this would limit what the

man could do. The one exception to this is the woman uses her eyes to respond to a

presentation of connection.Presentation of Connection
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The book by Andrew Weitzen has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 70 people have provided feedback.
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